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Abstract

Preferences and choices are subject to be modified when new information is brought to the
knowledge of an agent, such strategy may suddenly appear more reliable than such other, such
restaurant has to be retrieved from the list of the ten best tables of the town. We propose here an
easy way to perform this revision through a simple modification of the chain of subsets attached to
the agent’s behavior: it can be shown indeed that, in the rational case, these chains offer an adequate
representation of preferences and of choice functions. Thus the revision problem boils down to
adding, retracting or modifying some of the links of the original chain, a perspective that enables
an effective treatment of the problem of iterated revision.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

We showed recently(Freund, 1998a,b, 1999)that it was possible to study the behavior of
an agent, be it expressed by a set of preferences or by an inference relation, through some
auxiliary subset of the underlying propositional languageL. These results easily translate
into a pure set-theoretic framework, showing that when the behavior to be studied is of a
rational type, it can be simply represented by means of a chain of sets embedded in the
sample spaceΩ. This means that if� is the strict partial order over℘(Ω) that represents the
preferences of the agent, there exists a sequence of subsets,D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dn ⊂ Ω,
such that the individual preferenceA � B holds if and only if there exists an indexi
such thatDi intersectsA and does not intersectB. The behavior of the agent, which can be
represented by the set of his preferences, is thus entirely determined by this subjacent chain.
This framework provides a powerful tool to investigate any rational-type behavior, and we
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showed for instance(Freund, 1998b)how it is possible to use this kind of representation to
extend any partial information on the agent’s preferences.

Representing an agent’s preferences by chains of subsets also reveals itself useful when
one has toreviseor toupdatesome obsolete information relative to these preferences. It may
indeed be the case that a given individual preferenceA � B that does not model accurately
enough the behavior of the agent should be retracted from the preference set of this agent,
or even that it should be replaced byB � A. To do so, one has to be aware of all the
implications this change may induce on other individual preferences, and choose between
several solutions that seem equally good—or equally bad. On which grounds should we
take our decision, and which method, if any, should we adopt? To illustrate this problem,
let us take a simple example. LetΩ be a set of three samples{p, q, r}, and suppose that the
elements of the power setS of Ω are given the following utility values:

{p} {p, q} {p, r} {p, q, r} 1

{q} {q, r} {r} 0

∅ –

We have thus{p} � {r}, showing that the agent prefers{p} to {r}. But suppose it appears
afterwards that this individual preference should be replaced by the inverse one,{r} � {p}.
How should we change our model ? Clearly, this corresponds to an induced order onΩ in
which we should haver � p, and we have therefore exactly five solutions, corresponding
to the extension toS of the following five elementary ranked orders:

�1 �2 �3 �4 �5 utility

r r q 2
r p q r r q 1
pq q p p p 0

Now, how shall we determine our choice between all these solutions? Note that all these
rankings induces the desired preference but they all do it at some expense, inducing changes
that do not seem necessary: for instance, in the three first rankings, we get{r} � {q}, which
we did not have previously, while we only wanted to add{r} � {p}; in the two last ones, we
get{q} � {p}, reversing, without apparent necessity the original{p} � {q}. It is clear that
none of the above modifications may be considered asthe (unique) right solution, as they
all imply some unnecessary loss of the original information. We see therefore that even in
the simplest situation of a sample set with three items, the preference revision problem does
not offer quite an obvious solution. As we shall see, the right tool to handle this kind of
problem is provided by chains: the whole revision process boils down to a suitable action
on the subjacent chain, and this perspective leads to a solution that is by far, the easiest to
perform, as well as the most accurate one.

A similar work may be undertaken concerning the theory of social choice. Indeed the
choice functions that are classically associated with rational behaviors are those that satisfy
the well-known Arrow properties. It turns out that, as in the case of rational orders, such a
choice function is fully determined by a chain of embedded subsets. This fact is by no means
surprising, as there exists a duality between rational choice functions and rational orders
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(see for exampleLehmann, 2001). As a consequence, it enables to quite easily address the
problem of correcting any obsolete information conveyed by this type of functions.

This paper deals with the general problem of revising an agent’s behavior, be it repre-
sented by aset of preferencesor by achoice function. First, we shall deal with preference
orders. We shall provide the translation in the set-theoretic context of the main results es-
tablished in(Freund, 1998b), giving the analogues in this framework of the representation
of preference orders by logical chains. This will enable us to correctly handle the problem
of revising rational preference orders: working through the associated chain, we will find
a simple solution that furthermore happens to be anoptimal one, in a sense that will be
made precise. We shall then expose the problem ofiterated revision: is it possible to use
this procedure to revise a preference set by more than a single preference? We shall show
how to apply the chain representation to this problem, and we shall determine in which
cases this problem has a solution. Finally, we will consider choice functions, focusing our
attention on those functions that satisfy the Arrow properties. Again, we shall see that one
can associate with any such function a chain of embedded subsets, and that there exists
a perfect duality between choice functions and chains of subsets. It will be then easy to
treat the problem of choice functions revision, which will boil down to that of a simple
set-theoretical surgery.

Throughout this paper, we denote byΩ a universalfiniteset, which can be considered as
a sample set or as a set of basic alternatives, and we shall work on the power setS = ℘(Ω).
Elements ofS will be denoted by capital letters. They may be indifferently interpreted as
choices, events, strategies or menus.

2. Rational preferences

2.1. Definitions and elementary properties

2.1.1. The notion of rational preference
The central notion of this paper is that ofstrict preference. We will suppose that such

a preference is expressed through a strict partial order� defined on the power setS of a
(finite) universal set of mutually exclusive optionsΩ. Thus a relation of the typeA � B is to
be interpreted as “in the agent’s mind,A is preferable toB”: for this agent, the utility of the
item proposed byA is greater than that of the item represented byB. It may also be helpful
to keep in mind some other interpretations of the relation�: thus in a different context we
may translateA � B by “in the agent’s mind the eventA is more likely to happen (more
plausible) than the eventB”; another illustration may be “in the agent’s mind, the belief that
A is true is more entrenched than the belief thatB is true”. It is mainly in this latter context
that this order was introduced in revision theory in a slightly different form byGärdenfors
and Makinson (1994).

Denote by� the complementary of�. We have thereforeB � A iff one does not have
A � B, that is iffB is at least as desired asA. We will say that the binary relation� defined
over the power setS = ℘(Ω) is a relation ofrational preferenceif it satisfies the following
five properties:

Pr0: A � ∅ for all subsetsA.
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Pr1: if A � B thenA � B for all non-empty subsetsA andB.
Pr2: if B ⊇ A andA � C thenB � C.
Pr3: if A ∪ B � B, thenA � B.
Pr4: if C � A andA � B thenC � B.

The first rule states that anything is preferred to the empty menu. The second one expresses
asymmetry, (and hence irreflexivity) for nonempty sets: ifA is preferred toB, thenB cannot
be preferred toA. Note thatPr1 is equivalent to the property of connectedness of the relation
�: given two subsetsA andB, one has eitherA � B orB � A.

The rulePr2 expresses the fact that one cannot prefer an eventA to an eventC unless
any single consequence ofA is itself preferred toC.

The rulePr3 means that if the setA ∪ B is preferred to the setB, so that one may give
upB in order to getA ∪ B, then it must be the case thatA is itself preferred toB. In the
context where� compares the plausibility of two events, this rule means that ifA ∪ B is
more likely to happen thanB, thenA alone is more likely to happen thanB.

Finally, themodularity rulePr4 expresses the natural fact that ifC is preferred toA
whileB is not preferred toA, then it must be the case thatC is preferred toB. This rule is
equivalent to the transitivity of the relation�.

It is clear that any rational preference relation� is transitive, and therefore a strict partial
order when restricted to the setS− {∅}. For short, we will refer to� as arational orderon
S, although, strictly speaking, it is not an order.

Let us give a simple example of such a rational order: we denote by∆ a fixed subset ofΩ,
which we may consider as the set of itsbestelements, and we set, for any subsetsA andB of
Ω:A �∆ B iff A∩∆ = ∅ andB∩∆ = ∅. The subsetA is therefore preferred to the subsetB

iff A includes some best elements ofΩwhilstB includes none of them. It is straightforward
to check that propertiesPr0 to Pr4 are satisfied, so that�∆ is a rational order.

We close this section with five derived rules that are satisfied by the restriction of a
rational order� to the setS− {∅} (we denote bȳX the complementary set ofX):

1. A � (B ∪ C) iff A � B andA � C.
2. (B ∪ C) � A iff B � A orC � A.
3. A � (A ∩ B̄) iff (A ∩ B) � (A ∩ B̄).
4. Ω � A iff Ā � A.
5. If B ⊇ A thenB � A.

The first rule may be translated as: a menuA is preferred to a union of menusB ∪ C if
and only if it is both preferred toB and toC. For the proof, note that if one hasA � (B∪C)

and, for instance,B � A, then it follows fromPr4 thatB � (B ∪ C); this together with
the fact thatB ⊆ (B ∪ C) contradictsPr2. For the converse, suppose we haveA � B and
A � C and(B ∪ C) � A.Then byPr4 we get(B ∩ C) � B andB ∪ C � C, that is, using
Pr3, C � B andB � C, contradictingPr1.

Rule 2, which means that a union of menusB ∪ C is preferred to a menuA iff one at
least ofB orC is itself preferred toA, is a direct consequence ofPr4.

Rule 3 is immediate writingA = (A ∩ B̄) ∪ (A ∩ B).
Similarly, the fourth rule is a direct consequence ofΩ = A ∪ Ā, and the last one is an

immediate application ofPr2.
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2.1.2. The ranking function associated with a rational preference
Given a rational preference� on S, one easily checks that theindifference relation∼

defined by:A ∼ B iff A � B andB � A is an equivalence relation. The set of equivalence
classes [A] (A not empty) is totally ordered through the relation� defined by [A] � [B] iff
A � B. The map that associates with every nonempty subset its equivalence class therefore
provides a functionκ from the setS − {∅} onto a finite totally ordered set, which can be
normalized to be the interval{0,1,2, · · · , h− 1}. This functionκ will be referred to as the
utility functionor theranking functionassociated with the preference�, and the integerκ(A)
as therank ofA. As for the integerh, we will indifferently refer to it as theheightof κ, or the
heightof �. We haveκ(A) � κ(B) iff A � B. Thus the menuAwill be preferred to the menu
B iff its utility is greater than that ofB. If a is an element ofΩ, we shall writeκ(a) for κ({a}).

Lemma 1. For nonempty setsA andB one has

κ(A ∪ B) = max(κ(A), κ(B))

Proof. Suppose for instance that max(κ(A), κ(B)) = κ(A). We have thenA � B, hence,
by Pr3,A � (A∪B). But it also follows fromPr1 andPr2 that(A∪B) � A. This shows
that [A] = [A ∪ B], so that these formulas have same rank.�

The utility of a union is thus the greatest of the utility of its components. This important
property in factcharacterizesthe class of utility functions that stem from rational preference
orders: indeed, letκ be a function fromS − {∅} onto {0,1,2, . . . , h − 1} that satisfies
κ(A ∪ B) = max(κ(A), κ(B)). Define the relation� on S by: A � B iff A = ∅ or
κ(A) > κ(B). Then one easily checks that� is a rational preference relation, the associated
ranking function of which is equal toκ.

This result together with the above lemma shows that there is a one-to-one mapping
between the family of rational preference orders and that of the integral functionsκ that
are defined on the power set of a finite sample setΩ and satisfy the equality
κ(A ∪ B) = max(κ(A), κ(B)).

Corollary 1. One hasA � B iff there exists an elementa ofA such that{a} � {b} for all
elementsb ofB.

Proof. By the above lemma, we haveκ(A) = maxa∈Aκ(a). We have thereforeA � B iff
maxa∈Aκ(a) > maxb∈Bκ(b), whence the result. �

This corollary can be directly retrieved from the first two derived rules. It shows that the
set of ordered pairs of elements ofS is fully determined by the subset of ordered pairs of
elements ofΩ. We shall refer to this latter subset as theelementary set of preferencesof the
relation�. If we identify elementsx of Ω with their corresponding singleton{x}, we see
that the elementary set of preferences is just the restriction toΩ of the order relation�. We
shall still denote by� this restriction, writingx � y for {x} � {y}. Note that� is astrict
partial modular orderonΩ: besides irreflexivity and transitivity, it satisfies

Pr′
4 : if z � x andx � y thenz � y.
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By what precedes, any rational preference order onS induces by restriction a strict
partial modular order onΩ. The following theorem shows that conversely every strict
partial rational order onΩ may be extended into a rational preference order onS.

Theorem 1. Let� be a strict partial modular order onΩ. Still denote by� the following
relation on the power setS ofΩ defined by
A � B iff there exists an elementa ofA such thata � b for all elementsb ofB.
Then� is a rational preference order that extends the original modular order�. �

Proof. The extension of the original modular order may be interpreted as: menuA is
preferred to menuB iff there exists an item in menuA that is preferred to any item ofB.
The proof of the theorem is straightforward. Note that this result would still be valid ifΩ

were not supposed to be finite.

2.2. Rational preference orders and logical chains

An Ω-chain∆ is a sequence of strictly embedded subsets ofΩ

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ D2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1.

In the sequel, we will always suppose that the last term of the chain is equal toΩ. The
lengthof a chain of the above form withDh−1 = Ω is the integerh. Such a chain gives rise
to a functionκ∆ from S− {∅} to {0,1,2, . . . , h− 1} defined by

κ∆(A) = h− 1 − r∆(A),

wherer∆(A) is the first indexi such thatDi intersectsA: the subsets of highest rank
h − 1 are the ones that intersectD0, while the subsets of rank 0 are those that have empty
intersection with all the links of the chain but the last one. One has readilyκ∆(A ∪ B) =
max(κ∆(A), κ∆(B)), so, by what precedes,κ∆is a ranking function. Its associated rational
preference order�∆ is defined by

A �∆ B if and only if κ∆(A) > κ∆(B).

or, equivalently

A �∆ B if and only if r(A) < r(B).

For nonempty sets, one has therefore

A �∆ B if and only if there exists a linkDi that intersectsAand notB.

We will refer to the order�∆ as to the orderinducedor entailedby the chain∆. The
example of the rational order�∆ given in the preceding paragraph (A �∆ B iff A∩∆ = ∅
andB ∩ ∆ = ∅) is just the order induced by a chain of length 2 with first link equal to
D. In the general case of a chain of lengthh, the induced order may be interpreted as
follows: elements ofDi are preferred to elements ofDi+1 − Di (that is, any element of
Di is preferred to any element ofDi). For arbitrary subsets, the preference relation is as
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follows: a nonempty subset setA of Ω will be preferred to a subsetB if its contains at least
one element ‘better’ than any element ofB.

Remark 1. Recalling that, for any elementa ∈ Ω, we writeκ∆(a) for κ∆({a}), we see that
Di may be retrieved from the ranking functionκ as the set of all elementsa ∈ Ω such that
κ∆(a) ≥ h− 1 − i.

The main interest in introducingΩ-chains is that any rational preference order is induced
by such a chain. More precisely we have the

Theorem 2. Let � be a rational preference order onS. Then there exists a unique chain
∆ such that� agrees with�∆.

Proof. Let κ be the normalized ranking function associated with the preference� order,
andh its height. For each integeri ∈ {0,1, . . . , h − 1} denote byDi the set of all the
elements of∆ with rank≥ h − 1 − i (theDi’s are thebetter-than setsassociated withκ).
This yields a chain∆

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ D2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1

of lengthh, with last term equal toΩ. We have to prove that, for any nonempty subsetA of
Ω,κ∆(A) = κ(A). Setj = r∆(A). The setA therefore does not intersectDj−1 but intersects
Dj. This means that all elements ofA have rank< h− j and that there exists an element of
A with rank≥ h− j− 1. We have thereforeκ(A) = h− j− 1 = h− 1− r∆(A) = κ∆(A)

as desired. The uniqueness of∆ is an immediate consequence ofRemark 1. �

The above theorem shows that in a finite environment the preferences, or the behavior,
of a rational agent are always determined by a subjacent chain of subsets. If we restrict our
attention to the elementary set of preferences of this agent, we see that an itema is preferred
to an itemb iff there exists a linkDi of ∆ such thata ∈ Di andb /∈ Di. This amounts to
saying thata is preferred tob iff

1. For every indexk, if b ∈ Dk thena ∈ Dk.
2. There exists an index j such thatb /∈ Dj anda ∈ Dj.

Under this form, it is possible to generalize this representation theorem in the non-rational
case: this was done in the particular framework of finite propositional languages in(Freund,
1998a), showing an analogue result for preference orders that do not satisfy the property
of modularity expressed byPr4. In the set-theory framework we are interested in, this
generalization is almost trivial:

Theorem 3. Let� be an strict partial order on a(not necessarily finite) setΩ. Then there
exists a subset∆ of the power setS ofΩ such that, for all elementsa andb ofΩ, one has
a � b iff

1. For every subsetD ∈ ∆, if b ∈ D thena ∈ D.
2. There exists a subsetX ∈ ∆ such thatb /∈ X anda ∈ X.
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Proof. For any elementx of Ω, letDx be the set ofy ∈ Ω such thaty = x or y � x. Let
∆ be the set of all theseDx’s. We have to check that the preferencea � b holds iff the two
above conditions are satisfied. Suppose first that we havea � b. By the transitivity of�,
we see that ifb is a member of a setDx, so must bea, so the first condition is satisfied.
Moreover, by irreflexivity, we have clearlya ∈ Da andb /∈ Da, showing that the second
condition also holds. Conversely, if we do not havea � b, eithera = b, in which case the
second condition is not satisfied, or we haveb ∈ Db anda /∈ Db, contradicting therefore
the first condition. �

WhenΩ is a finite set, there is a one-to-one mapping between the strict partial orders on
Ω and the ordering relations onS that satisfy conditionsPr0 to Pr3. The above theorem
may be used to show that these relations are exactly those that are induced by arbitrary
subsets∆ of S.

2.3. Revising rational preferences

2.3.1. How to handle the problem of preferences revision
Classically, arevisionproblem occurs when, disposing of a set of formulas (a knowledge

base) that is supposed to represent all the information at disposal, it appears necessary
to modify this set in order to take into account a new piece of information. A revision
operation then consists in retracting from or adding to this basis one or several formulas.
The famous A.G.M. postulates(Alchourròn et al., 1985)have been the guiding line in A.I.
for an attempt to find optimal solutions. We have to point of, though, that this problem of
classical revision does not fall within the scope of the present work: even if the reader finds
some formal analogy with the classical formalism—e.g. similar terms and definitions—he
should be aware that we are working now in a different perspective. Indeed our problem
is that ofpreference revisingwhich can be defined as the following one: we suppose the
behavior of a given agent is represented by the set of his rational preferences, and we decide
to modify this behavior; in this purpose, we want to withdraw, add, or replace one—or
several—given individual preferences. Clearly, we always dispose of several ways to do
so, and our problem is: on which grounds should we decide, and which method, if any,
should we adopt ? It is possible to solve this problem by transposing it in the framework of
subset chains: indeed, by what we saw in the preceding section, any rational order may be
represented by a well-determined chain, and the operation of transforming this preference
into another one therefore boils down to a chain-transformation problem, which may be
stated as:given the subset chain∆ inducing the individual preferenceA � B, transform it
in a reasonable fashion into a chain∆′ that will no more induceA � B, (or that will induce
A′ � B′). Of course, we have to be a bit more precise concerning this ‘reasonable’ fashion
and examine more closely what properties we should expect from an ideal transformation.
For this reason, it will be useful to make a distinction between two different problems, that
of thecontractionof a rational preference set by an individual preferenceA � B and that
of its revisionby this preference:

(a) Thecontractionproblem occurs when one wants to withdraw an individual preference
A � B from the given set of rational preferences. This problem amounts, given, a chain
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∆ that entailsA � B, to building a new chain∆÷ (A � B) that no longer entails this
particular preference.

(b) We shall talk of therevisionof a set of rational preferences by an individual preference
A � B when we deal with the problem of adding this individual preference to the given
set. In other words, starting from a chain∆ that does not entailA � B, we are looking
for a chain∆�(A � B) that will entail this individual preference.

Considering both operations, there exists a natural and elementary principle that we
should observe, which is that ofminimal change: we want to change as little as possible
from the behavior of the agent, in as much as this behavior is represented by his set of
preferences. More precisely we shall work with the following constraints:

(1) If ∆ does not entailA � B, then∆÷ (A � B) = D.
(2) If ∆ entailsA � B, then∆�(A � B) = D.
(3) Contracting byA � B does not add any new preferences.
(4) Contracting byA � B eliminates only the preferences that necessarily impliedA � B.
(5) Revising byA � B eliminates only the preferences that were incompatible withA � B.
(6) Revising byA � B doesn’t unnecessarily add new preferences.

The two first constraints, translating the principles ofminimal changeandsuccess, are
self-explanatory. The third one states that if one desires to withdraw a particular prefer-
ence from the set of preferences of an agent, this should be done without adding any new
preference. Indeed, the introduction of a new preference is supported by no justification,
and would be thus quite arbitrary. The fourth rule recalls that the aim of the contraction
is, if possible to withdrawA � B and nothing else, when possible. If this is not possible,
then only a minimal number of preferences have to be withdrawn. Similarly the two last
constraints define a principle ofminimal changefor revision: it may well be the case that
a new preference cannot be added alone in the agent’s preference set, and that it implies
moreover to withdraw some of the initial preferences. But in any case, the operation of
revision should be performed in such a way that no unnecessary changes will be operated.

This principles being stated, it will be easy to apply them in both cases of contraction
and revision, making simple use of the following

Lemma 2. Let∆ andD′ be twoΩ-chains, with induced preference orders�∆ and�∆′ .
Then�∆⊆�∆′ iff ∆ is a sub-chain of∆′, that is iff every link of∆ is a link of∆′.

Proof. Suppose first that∆ is a sub-chain of∆′. If we haveA �∆ B for two menusA
andB, this implies by definition that there exists a link of∆ that intersectsA and does not
intersectB. Since this link is also a member of the chain∆′, we have readilyA �∆′ B.

Conversely, let us show that if�∆⊆�∆′ implies that∆ is a sub-chain of∆′. Recall that,
as shown in the proof ofTheorem 2, thei-th linkDi of the chain∆ is the set of all elementary
itemsx ∈ Ω such thatκ∆(x) ≥ h−1− i, where h is the length of∆. Letz be an elementary
item with minimalκ∆′ -rank among the samples that haveκ∆ rank equal toh − 1 − i. The
link Di is then the set of all itemsx such thatκ∆(x) ≥ κ∆(z). Setj = h′ − 1− κ∆′(z). We
claim thatDi is precisely equal toD′

j, and is thus a link of∆′. By the choice ofz, and the
fact that�∆⊆�∆′ , we have indeedh′ − 1 − j = κ∆′(z) ≤ κ∆′(x) for any samplex with
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κ∆ rank≥ h − 1 − i. Conversely, ifx is a sample such thatκ∆′(x) ≥ h′ − 1 − j, we have
κ∆′(z) ≤ κ∆′(x), and it follows thatz �∆′ x and therefore, by our hypothesis, thatz �∆ x.
This means thath − 1 − i ≤ κ∆(x). We have therefore proven that, given an elementary
itemx, one hasκ∆(x) ≥ h− 1− i iff κ∆′(x) ≥ h′ − 1− κ∆′(z). This shows thatDi = D′

j,
and the proof of the lemma is complete.�

2.3.2. Chain contraction
The preferences of an agent are supposed to be represented by a chain∆:

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ D2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1

with last link equal toΩ. We want to build a chain∆′ = ∆÷ (A � B) that does not induce
A �∆′ B. Clearly, for this to be possible, we have to suppose thatB = ∅. Taking into account
the principles exposed in the precedent paragraph, it follows fromLemma 2that the chain
∆′ we are looking for should bea maximal sub-chain of∆ that does not entailA � B.

Denote byi = r(A) the first index such thatDi intersectsA, and byj = r(B) the first
index such thatDj intersectsB. Recall that a chainΓ entails the individual preference
A � B iff rΓ (A) < rΓ (B). If j ≤ i, ∆ does not entail the preferenceA � B, and we
just set∆′ = ∆. If i < j, any sub-chain of∆ that contains a linkDs with i ≤ s < j will
still induceA � B. We have therefore to remove of the chain∆ all its linksDs such that
r(α) ≤ s < r(β). It follows that the (unique) solution to the contraction problem is the chain:

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Di−1 ⊂ Dj ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1 = Ω.

Let us compute the new rankκ′ = κ∆÷(A�B) induced by the contracted chain∆′ =
∆÷ (A � B). We have, for any subsetX, κ(X) = h−1− r(X) andκ′(X) = h′ −1− r′(X).
Note first that we haveh′ = h− (j− i), that ish′ = h− ((κ(A)− κ(B)). We get therefore

r′(X) = r(X) if r(X) ≤ r(A), that is ifκ(A) ≤ κ(X),
r′(X) = r(A) if r(A) < r(X) ≤ r(B), that is ifκ(B) ≤ κ(X) < κ(A), and
r′(X) = r(X)− (κ(A)− κ(B)) if κ(X) < κ(B).

It follows that the new rankingκ′ is given by

κ′(X) =



κ(X)− [κ(A)− κ(B)], if κ(A) ≤ κ(X)

κ(B), if κ(B) ≤ κ(X) < κ(A)

κ(X), if κ(X) < κ(B)

Clearly the contraction operation thus defined fully meets the constraints ofsuccessand of
minimal changethat were required for any ’reasonable’ contraction operation.

Example 1. The preferences of the agent are given by the rational order�
{p} {p, q} {p, r} {p, q, r} 2

{q} {q, r} 1

{r} 0

∅ –
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Suppose we want to contract� by {p} � {r}. We first have to determine the underlying
chain∆. The original associated elementary modular order is given by

p 2

q 1

r 0

and the chain∆ is just {p} ⊂ {p, q} ⊂ {p, q, r}. With the preceding notations, we have
havei = 0 andj = 2, and the contracted chain therefore boils down to the trivial chain
{p, q, r}. The modular order onΩ is the trivial one, where all three items have rank 0, and
the associated rational order is just:A � B iff B = ∅. Note that two other choices were
possible in order to give equal rank top andq: in the first one, we could give rank 0 atp
andr and putq at rank 1, whilst, in the second one,p andr could get rank 1 andq rank 0.
The chain contraction we chose disregards these solutions as noteconomical: indeed, in the
first one, the original preferencep � q would be unnecessarily reversed, and, in the second
one, it is the preferenceq � r that would be reversed.

Remark 2. It is possible and usually easier, to perform a contraction by simply work-
ing on the elementary set of preferences on the sample setΩ. Suppose indeed we have
to contract byA � B. Let i = r(A) and j = r(B). There exist elementsa ∈ A and
b ∈ B such thatr(a) = i andr(b) = j, and we havea � b. Recall that thek-th link Dk

of the chain∆ that induces� is the set of all elementary samplesx such thatr(x) ≤ k.
After the contraction has been performed, we see that we do not have anymorea � b

in the resulting elementary preference set, exactly as if we had performed in this set a
contraction bya � b. It is straightforward to check that it is equivalent to contract a
rational preference order by the individual preferenceA � B, or to contract the corre-
sponding elementary modular order bya � b, wherea andb are maximal elements of
A andB.

2.3.3. Chain revision
Our problem is now to add a given individual preference, sayA � B, to the set of

rational preferences that reflects the behavior of an agent. Clearly, the procedure will differ,
depending on whether or not this individual preference stands incontradictionwith the
original set of preferences. This intuitive notion of contradiction can be made more precise:
clearly, such a contradiction would result of the presence ofB � A among the given set of
preferences of the agent, and there would also be a contradiction if the original set included
the individual preferenceA � B̄, since, by the first derived rule,A � B andA � B̄ lead to
A � Ω, contradiction the fifth derived rule. We would again have a contradiction, if the set
of preferences included the individual preferenceB � A ∩ B̄, for this inequality together
with A � B implies (A ∪ B) � A ∪ B. As a matter of facts, it will turn out that only
this latter case only poses a problem. We shall therefore first examine the situation where
B � A ∩ B̄ is not induced by the chain∆

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ D2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1
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that is supposed to represent the agent’s behavior. Note that this requires thatA is not a
subset ofB.

In this simple case, the usual terminology is that of anexpansionof∆byA � B. Similarly
to the notation used in classical revision theory, we shall denote by∆+ (A � B) the result
of this chain expansion. As follows from the principle of minimal change andLemma 2,
∆+ (A � B) should be the smallest super-chain of∆ that inducesA � B, if such a chain
exists.

Let i = r(α). Since we supposed that∆ does not induce the preferenceB � A ∩ B̄, we
do not haveB � A, as results from the last derived rule. It follows thatDi−1 ⊆ B̄. Observe
furthermore thatDi intersects the setA∩ B̄: otherwise we would haveA � (A∩ B̄), hence
B � (A ∩ B̄) as follows from the third and fifth derived rules.

Consider now the following chain∆′

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Di−1 ⊂ Di ∩ B̄ ⊂ Di ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1 = Ω.

obtained from∆ by simply adding the linkDi ∩ B̄. We claim that this chain fulfils all the
requirements that were expected from the expansion of∆ byA � B:

• ∆′ is indeed a chain sinceDi−1 ⊆ Di ∩ B̄.
• ∆′ inducesA � B becauseDi ∩ B̄ intersectsA and does not intersectB.
• ∆′ is a minimal extension of∆ in the sense that

1. One has readily∆′ = ∆ if ∆ primitively entailedA � B.
2. Only one link was added to he original chain.
3. The link that was added has minimal strength: if adding a linkD to ∆ is enough to

entailA � B, then it must be the case thatD ⊆ Di ∩ B̄).

We shall refer to this chain astheexpansion of∆byA � B, and denote it by∆+(A � B).
Let us compute the new rankκ′ = κ∆+(A�B induced by this chain. We haveh′ = h+ 1,

and, for any menuC:

r′(C) = r(C) if r(C) < i.
r′(C) = r(C)+ 1 if r(C) > i.
r′(C) = i if r(C) = i andC intersectsDi ∩ B̄.
r′(C) = i+ 1 if r(C) = i andC does not intersectDi ∩ B̄.

It follows that

κ′(C) =




κ(C)+ 1, if κ(C) > κ(α)

κ(C), if κ(α) > κ(C)

κ(A)+ 1, if κ(C) = κ(A)andκ(C ∩ B̄) ≥ κ(A)

κ(A), if κ(C) = κ(A)andκ(C ∩ B̄) < κ(A)

The row of the elementary items that had rank equal toκ(A) has just split into two rows:
the samples that are elements ofB form a new rank, one notch downwards. The other ones
don’t move.
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Example 2. We take againΩ = {p, q, r}, and suppose we are given the following rational
order inS:

{p} {p, q} {q} {q, r} {p, r} {p, q, r} 1

{r} 0

∅ –

This preference order is induced by the chain{p, q} ⊂ {p, q, r}. Suppose we want to
revise it by{p, q, r} � {p, r}. Note that{p, q, r}∩ {p, r} = {q}. As we do not have{p, r} �
{q}, the expansion by{p, q, r} � {p, r} is possible. The expanded chain is{p, q} ∩ {q} ⊂
{p, q} ⊂ {p, q, r}, that is

{q} ⊂ {p, q} ⊂ {p, q, r}.
The revised preference order is therefore

{p, q} {q} {q, r} {p, q, r} 2

{p} {p, r} 1

{r} 0

∅ –

We have{p, q, r} � {p, r} as desired. Note that in the original elementary modular order
onΩ, r had rank 0 andp andq had rank 1. The new ranking putq at rank 2, leaving the
other elements unchanged.

Remark 3. The condition that one does not haveB � A∩ B̄ is equivalent to the following
condition: for every elementb ∈ B with maximal rank, there exists an elementa ∈ A with
maximal rank,a /∈ B, such thata � b. When this condition it is satisfied, the expansion by
A � B may be directly performed through a simple expansion bya � b on the elementary
preference set. For instance, in the above example, the elementary preference order onΩ is
given byκ(p) = κ(q) = 1, andκ(r) = 0. To perform the expansion by{p, q, r} � {p, r},
we only have to expand the original chain{p, q} ⊂ {p, q, r} by q � p. This leads to

{p, q} ∩ {p} ⊂ {p, q} ⊂ {p, q, r},
that is to

{q} ⊂ {p, q} ⊂ {p, q, r}.

We finally turn to the more complicated case where the given chain∆ induces the in-
dividual preferenceB � A ∩ B̄. As we noticed, it is not anymore possible to just make
an expansion of∆ by A � B. The natural way to add this latter preference to our agent’s
scheme is to first retract the preferenceB � A ∩ B̄ through our contraction procedure, and
then to make an expansion byA � B. As follows from the fifth derived rule, a necessary
condition is thatA is not a subset ofB. We shall see that this is also a sufficient condi-
tion. Using the notations of classical revision theory, we shall denote by∆�(A � B) the
resulting chain, that is∆�(A � B) = (∆÷ (B � A ∩ B̄))+ (A � B).
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Seti = r(B) andj = r(B � A ∩ B̄). The contraction byB � A ∩ B̄ gives rise to the
chain

D0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Di−1 ⊂ Dj ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ω.

The first link of this chain that intersectsA is nowDj. Expanding byA � B therefore
provides the revised chainD�(A � B) that is equal to

D0 · · · ⊂ Di−1 ⊂ Dj ∩ B̄ ⊂ Dj ⊂ Dj+1 · · · ⊂ Ω.

The new rankκ′ = κ�(A � B) is given, for any elementary itemz by

κ′(z) =




κ(z)− κ(B)− κ(A ∩ B̄), if κ(z) > κ(B)

κ(z), if κ(z) < κ(A ∩ B̄)

κ(A ∩ B̄), if κ(A ∩ B̄ ≤ κ(z) ≤ κ(B)andz /∈ B

κ(A ∩ B̄)− 1, if κ(A ∩ B̄ ≤ κ(z) ≤ κ(B)andz ∈ B

Example 3. Let us consider again the example of Section (page 2):

{p} {p, q} {p, r} {p, q, r} 1

{q} {q, r} {r} 0

∅ –

Suppose we want to revise by{r} � {p}. The underlying chain is

{p} ⊂ {p, q, r}
Using the above notations, we getA∩ B̄ = {r}, i = 0 andj = 1. It follows that the revised
chain is

{q, r} ⊂ {p, q, r}.
The revised elementary modular order is therefore the order�4 of Section 1.

2.4. Iterated revision

At this point, we have dealt with the problem of revising a set of preferencesP in order to
incorporate in it a single individual preferenceA � B. The problem of iterated revision arises
when, this having been done, it appears desirable or necessary to revise the new preference
set by a second individual preferenceC � D. Theoretically, one could proceed naturally by
revising, through the method developed above, the setP�(A � B) byC � D. The solution
simply consists in taking a resulting preference set the set(P�(A � B))�(C � D). If
the preferenceA � B then happens to disappear in the process, this is justified by the
choice of the sequence in which we decided to make the revisions. Indeed, deciding to
revise byC � D only after the revision byA � B has been performed is interpreted as:
the requirement to get the individual preferenceC � D follows that concerningA � B,
and must therefore be considered as more important or more reliable than this latter. In this
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perspective where former information or constraint may become obsolete, it is natural to
give up an individual preference that contradicts a new one, even if the former was itself
inserted in the initial preference set by means of a revision process.

Nevertheless, it may well be the case that one wishes to addboth individual preferences
A � B andC � D to the initial preference set. We may then think of simply performing a
revision byA∩C � B∪D, as this individual preference entails bothA � B andC � D, but
this method may be considered as an excessive one—think for instance to the case where
the setA ∩ C is the empty set.

To be more precise and show the type of problems we have to deal with, it is useful to
consider some elementary examples:

2.4.1. Fruit puzzles

2.4.1.1. Puzzle 1. We dispose of a sample setΩ with four elements, an applea, a banana
b, a cherryc and a dated, and we start with the default hypothesis that a given agent has no
preference on that set. Then we come to learn that he prefers dates to bananas and bananas
to both apples and cherries. We therefore want to build a chain that will induce an order�
such that one hasd � b andb � {a, c}. One way to construct such a chain would be to
start with the trivial chainΩ and successively revise it byd � b andb � {a, c}. But after
the first revision has been performed (here an elementary expansion), we obtain the chain
{a, c, d} ⊂ Ω, which cannot be revised byb � {a, c} through a simple expansion: indeed,
we have{a, c} � ({b}∩{a, c}. Using the results of the preceding section, we get as resulting
chain the sequence{b, d} ⊂ Ω, and this chain no longer induces the individual preference
d � b, and therefore does not model the agent’s preference.

It is nevertheless possible to get this latter individual preference back and integrate both
our desired individual preferences into a rational preference set. Observe indeed that, starting
from our latter chain{b, d} ⊂ Ω, all we have to do is to proceed to a third revision. As
may be seen immediately, a simple expansion byd � b does the job and yields the chain
{d} ⊂ {b, d} ⊂ Ω that induces both desired preferences. Note that this chain could have
been obtained by two revisions instead of three, had we first begun byb � {a, c}, and only
then revised byd � b.

2.4.1.2. Puzzle 2. Still working with the setΩ = {a, b, c, d}, we want now to build
a rational preference order such that both{a, b} � {c} and {c, d} � {a, b, d} hold. The
expansion of the trivial chain by the{a, b} > {c} yields the chain

{a, b, d} ⊂ Ω.

The subsequent revision by{c, d} > {a, b, d} yields the chain

{c} ⊂ Ω.

Again, the first individual preference has been lost in the process. We may try, like in our
preceding puzzle, to perform the revision of this latter chain by{a, b} � {c}, but this leads
back to the chain

{a, b, d} ⊂ Ω.
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Clearly, it is impossible to get both desired preferences through iterated revision. In fact it
is impossible to find a preference set that would include at the same time{a, b} � {c} and
{c, d} � {a, b, d}: indeed, it follows from the second inequality that the element of highest
rank in{c, d} is c, and that this element has greater rank thana, b andd, and this contradicts
the first inequality.

2.4.1.3. Puzzle 3. We start now from the non-trivial following chain∆

{a, b, c} ⊂ Ω

that represents the preferences of an agent who would prefer any of the three first fruits to a
date. Suppose we want to modify this chain so that both individual preferencesΩ � {b, c}
andΩ � {a, c} hold. The expansion by the first individual preference leads to the chain∆1:

{a} ⊂ {a, b, c} ⊂ Ω.

The revision byΩ � {a, c} first requires a contraction by{a, c} � {b, d}, leading back to
∆1, then an expansion, which yields the chain∆2

{b} ⊂ {a, b, c} ⊂ Ω.

The first individual preferenceΩ � {b, c} is no more entailed by this chain. We may try
a revision of∆2 by Ω � {b, c}, but then we get again the chain∆1, losing this time our
second individual preference. Hence it is clear that we cannot get both preferences from
the original chain∆ applying the revision processes which were described in the preceding
paragraphs. Note though that these two inequalities may well coexist: they are for instance
induced by the chain∆′:

{d} ⊂ {a, b, c} ⊂ Ω.

This example shows that the revision process we defined in the preceding paragraphs may
not give a satisfactory answer to the problem of iterating a revision under the constraint
that a given individual preference has to be preserved. The question we shall address now
is: given a rational preference set and four menusA,B,A′ andB′, under what conditions
can we be sure to obtain, through our chain revision procedure, both individual preferences
A � B andA′ � B′?

2.4.2. Possible and impossible iterated revision
The preference set of an agent being given by the chain∆

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ D2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1

with last link equal toΩ, our purpose is now to determine whether it is possible to transform
this chain by a succession of iterated revisions so that the resulting chain entails bothA � B

andA′ � B′.
We may restrict ourselves to the case where∆ already entailsA � B because, anyway,

this will be the case for the revised chain∆′ = ∆�(A � B).
We seti = r(A) = r(A ∩ B̄), j = r(B), j′ = r(B′) andk = r(A′ ∩ B̄′). We havei > j.

We shall adopt the ‘impossibility hypothesis’ that no iteration of the procedure described in
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the preceding section is sufficient to turn∆ into a chain that would induce at the same time
A � B andA′ � B′.

Under this hypothesis, we see that the original chain∆ necessarily entailsB′ � (A′ ∩B̄′),
otherwise revising byA′ � B′ would be a simple expansion, preservingA � B. We have
thereforej′ < k and the revised chain∆�(A′ � B′) is of the form

D0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dj′−1 ⊂ Dk ∩ B̄′ ⊂ Dk ⊂ · · ·Dh−1.

By our hypothesis, this chain does not anymore entailA � B, and this readily implies
j′ ≤ i < j ≤ k. Moreover, this chain entailsB � (A ∩ B̄), since otherwise, making
an expansion byA � B would yield both preferences. It follows that the linkDk, which
intersectsB, cannot be the first one that meetsB, since it also intersectsA∩ B̄. SinceDj′−1
does not intersectB, we must have(Dk ∩ B̄′) ∩ B = ∅. The setDk is thus the first link of
the revised chain that intersectsB. Also, as we saw, this link does not intersectA ∩ B̄.

Revising then byA � B yields the chain(∆�(A′ ∩ B̄′))�(A � B)

D0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dj′−1 ⊂ Dk ∩ B̄ ⊂ Dk ⊂ · · ·Dh−1.

Applying again our hypothesis concerning the impossibility to get at the same time our
two individual preferences, we see that this chain does not entailA′ � B′ but entails
B′ � (A′ ∩ B̄′). ThusDk∩ B̄ does not intersectA′ ∩ B̄′. As a last attempt to revise this chain
byA′ ∩ B̄′ leads back to the previous∆�(A′ ∩ B̄′), we see that our impossibility condition
is equivalent to the conjunction of the following conditions:j′ ≤ i < j ≤ k, Dk intersects
B ∩ B̄′, andDk has an empty intersection withA ∩ B̄ ∩ B̄′ as well as withA′ ∩ B̄ ∩ B̄′.
Translating all this in terms of preference ranking, we obtain the

Theorem 4. LetP be a preference set,A � B a individual preference ofP andA′ � B′ an
arbitrary individual preference. Then it is possible to modifyP through iterated revisions
and obtain both individual preferencesA � B andA′ � B′ iff one at least of the following
conditions is satisfied:

1. A � B′.
2. A′ ∩ B̄′ � B.
3. A′ ∩ B̄′ � (A ∪ A′) ∩ B̄ ∩ B̄′ (A ∪ A′) ∩ B̄ ∩ B̄′ � A′ ∩ B̄′.

The above result provides acriterion to test whether two given individual preferences
may be together incorporatedthrough chain revisionin the preference set of an agent. This
will be impossible when none of the three conditions stated inTheorem 4is satisfied. It may
be the case that these two new individual preferences are mutually exclusive, as happened
in Puzzle 2, but, as we saw in Puzzle 3, it may also be the case that the revision procedure we
described is inadequate to treat the general problem ofmulti-revision. In its all generality,
this problem amounts to the following one: given the preference setP of an agent together
with a consistent setK of individual preferences, find a procedure that enables to build a
new preference setP′ which includesK and differ as little as possible fromP. For instance,
we may take the example whereK consists of two elementsA � B andA′ � B′, which
was treated by the above theorem. We can also adopt a slightly different point of view,
considering that onlyone individual preference has to be added at each time toP (here
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for exampleA′ � B′), but that we have theconstraintto preserve some subset ofP (e.g.
A � B).

It is doubtful that a generalization ofTheorem 4may provide practical results in the case
whereK has more than two or three elements. But, above all, it seems that thisconstraint
problem (preserving a given preference baseK) does not fall within the context of iterated
revision, where the new preferences to be added or retracted are taken one by one in a
sequence that is the essential part of the revision process, the last preference to be treated
being supposed to be more reliable than the preceding ones. Thus the constraint problem
requires a study of its own.

3. Application of chain-revision to rational choice functions

3.1. The representation of choice functions by subsets chains

The technique developed in the preceding sections can be applied when addressing the
problem of revising choice functions. In our framework, a choice functionf is a function
defined on the power set℘(Ω) of an arbitrary finite setΩ, which returns to any subsetA
of Ω the set of itsbest elements. We will say that such a function isrational if it satisfies

Inclusion:

f(X) ⊆ X

Consistency:

f(X) = ∅ wheneverX = ∅

and theArrow condition:

if X ⊆ Y andX ∩ f(Y) = ∅, thenX ∩ f(Y) = f(X).

We first show thatany rational choice function can be represented by anΩ-chain:
Consider first anΩ-chain of lengthh, that is a chain∆ of subsets ofΩ

D0 ⊂ D1 · · · ⊂ Dh−1,

with last termDh−1 = Ω. Given such a sequence and an arbitrary subsetX of Ω, recall
that we denote byr(X) the first indexi such thatX ∩ Di = ∅. For any elementx ∈ Ω, we
setr(x) = r{x}. This chaingeneratesthe function f on℘(Ω) defined by

∀X, f(X) = X ∩Dr(X)

It is immediate that this function is a rational choice function. Conversely, as expected
from the duality between rational preference orders and rational choice functions, it is easy
to show that any rational function is generated by a chain of subsets ofΩ:

Theorem 5. Any rational function is induced by aΩ-chain.
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Proof. We define inductively the chain(Di)i byD0 = f(Ω) andDi+1 = Di ∪ f(Ω−Di).
Note that(Di)i is a strictly increasing sequence: indeed, by inclusion and consistency, we
have∅ = f(Ω − Di) ⊆ (Ω − Di) for all i < h − 1, whereh is the length of the chain.
We have to show that for every subsetX of Ω f(X) = X ∩ Dr(X). If r(X) = 0, we have
X∩f(Ω) = ∅, therefore, byArrow condition,f(X) = X∩f(Ω) = X∩Dr(X). If r(X) > 0,
we haveX ⊆ (Ω − Dr(X)−1) and∅ = X ∩ Dr(X) = X ∩ f(Ω − Dr(X)−1). By Arrow
condition again, this impliesf(X) = X ∩ f(Ω −Dr(X)−1) = X ∩Dr(X) as desired. �

Representing rational choice functions byΩ-chains shows how these functions return
from any subset ofΩ the set of its best elements:

Corollary 2. Let f be a rational choice function, ∆ its corresponding chain and� the
rational preference order induced onΩ by∆. Then, for any subsetX ofΩ, f(X) is the set
of �-maximal elements ofX. In particular, for all elementsx, y of Ω, one hasx � y iff
f {x, y} = {x}.

Proof. Straightforward. �

3.2. Revising rational choice functions

The problem of revising a choice function arises when it appears necessary to modify its
value on one or several subsets of its domain. Revision therefore occurs when an elementx

of X that was considered as a best choice does not deserve anymore this qualification and
has to be withdrawn fromf(X), or, on the contrary when an elementy has to be added to
the initial listf(X). We will call contractionthe first operation andrevisionthe second one;
conforming to the usual abuse of language, we will nevertheless refer to one or the other of
these operations as arevision.

The representation of rational choice functions by subsets chains will be our main tool
to study the problem of revision. Nevertheless, contrary to what happened in the case of
complete preferences sets, this representation is not sufficient by itself to provide a unique
solution. For instance, suppose we are in the simple situation where the functionf is given
by a chain of length 3,D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ Ω, and that an elementx has to be removed from
the list of the best elements of a given setX for which r(X) = 1. Consider the following
transformations of the original chain:

D0 ⊂ D1 − {x} ⊂ Ω.
D0 ⊂ D1 − {x} ⊂ D1 ⊂ Ω.
D0 ⊂ D0 ∪D1 ∩ (X− {x}) ⊂ D1 ⊂ Ω.

Then any of these modifications gives rise to a rational choice functionf ′ fairly close to
f , and for which one hasx /∈ f ′(X), as desired. How can we determine our choice? Even
the constraints of the elementary principle ofsuccess(x should not be an element off ′(X)),
of minimal change(the new set of the best elements ofX should bef(X) − {x}), and of
relative independence(f ′(Y) = f(Y) for all subsetsY such thatY ∩X = ∅), all properties
satisfied by the three modified chains, do not permit by itself to directly choose an optimal
solution.
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We will make use of the following

Lemma 3. LetX be a subset ofΩ andx a element ofX. Thenr(x) = r(X) iff x ∈ f(X).

Proof. Suppose thatx is an element off(X). Thenx ∈ f(X) = X∩Dr(X), hencex ∈ Dr(X),
and we see thatr(x) ≤ r(X). Sincex ∈ X ∩Dr(x), this latter set is not empty, and we have
thereforer(X) ≤ r(x), whence the equality. The converse is immediate.�

3.2.1. Chain contractions of choice functions
Withdrawing an elementx from the setf(X) amounts to defining a new rational choice

functionf÷(x) such thatx /∈ f÷(x)(X). This is only possible iff(X) = {x}.
Our guiding line will be the following: ifx has to be retracted from the set of best elements

of X, this set being otherwise unchanged, this means thatx does not match anymore the
standards of the other elements off(X), and consequently that any elementy = x of
f(X) has to be considered as better thanx. Thus iff ′ is the new choice function, we will
havef ′{x, y} = {y} for all elementsy ∈ f(X), y = x. Note that this is equivalent to the
conditionf ′{x, y} = {y} for somey ∈ f(X), since, by the principle of minimal change,
f ′(X) is bound to be equal tof(X) − {x}. It follows that the inequalityy � x has to be
induced by the revised choice functionf ′, and we must therefore look for anexpansionof
the set of preferences induced by the chain∆ associated withf . Observe now that, by the
principle of minimal change again, we should preserve all the inequalities already induced
by f : if, given arbitrary elementsz andu, one had{z} = f {u, z}, so thatz was considered
as a strictly better choice thanu, depreciatingx with respect to the elements off(X) should
not change this fact. In other words, all the preferencesz � u should be maintained. We see
therefore that the principle of minimal change in the framework of rational choice functions
revision agrees with this same principle as studied in the framework of rational preferences.
This justifies the application of the results established in the first part ofSection 2.3.3.

We let thereforey be an arbitrary element such thaty ∈ f(X) − {x} and consider the
auxiliary chain∆ associated withf . By what precedes, we haver(x) = r(y), and we are
looking for anexpansionof ∆ by y � x. As we saw, such an expansion is induced by the
chain:

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dr(x)−1 ⊂ Dr(x) − {x} ⊂ Dr(x) · · · ⊂ Dh−1.

The revised choice functionf ′ is therefore defined by

f ′(Y) =
{
f(Y), if x /∈ f(Y)or if f(Y) = {x}
f(Y)− {x}, otherwise

Note that the setX does not play any role in this contraction process. This comes from
the fact that the whole operation amounted to attributing an intermediate greater rank to all
elementst = x that where initially as good asxor, equivalently, to attributing an intermediate
lower grade to the sole elementx. For instance, we can suppose that we hadh − 1 = 20
andκ(x) = 12. Then changingf tof ′ is equivalent to raise to 12, 5 the rank of all elements
t = x that had rank 12, or to keep all initial ranks except forx that is retrograded to 11.5.
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We close this paragraph with a remark: the process of contraction we described rests on
the fact that we do not know for what reason the elementx has to be retracted from the
setf(X): it is this very absence of information that commands the solution we proposed:
indeed if, for instance, one knows from the beginning that the elementx, that had initial
rankκ(x), has to be retrograded to a given lower rankκ(x) − i, the revision problem boils
down to a much simpler one, an evident solution of which is given by the chain

· · · ⊂ Dr(X)−1 ⊂ Dr(X) − {x} ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dr(X)+i−1 − {x} ⊂ Dr(X)+i−1 ⊂ · · ·

3.2.2. Chain expansions of choice functions
The problem is now to add a new elementx to a listf(X). The minimal change principle

requires this operation be done without unnecessarily addingx to any other listf(Y). It is
clear, though, that this principle cannot be applied to the subsetsY of X such thatx ∈ Y ,
since, byArrow condition, we must then havex ∈ f ′(Y). Again, the solution we are now
aiming at should be weighed by the fact we only have somedefaultinformation, not knowing
on what groundsx should be added to the listf(X); we take for granted that it was decided
to reevaluate the original rank ofx, bringing it at the levelκ(X), rather than because the
elements of the original list were retrograded toκ(x).

With this in mind, sincex /∈ f(X), we havez � x for all elementsz ∈ f(X); after revision
none of these inequalities must hold anymore, since bothx andz are to be inf ′(X). Thus
the operation to perform implies acontractionby z � x for all z ∈ f(Z). But, by the
minimal change principle, we should havef ′(X) = f(X)∪{x}, and this implies that for all
elementst = x of X − f(X) and allz ∈ f(X), the inequalitiesz � t have to be preserved.
Therefore we have to perform a contraction withconstraints, a problem that goes beyond
the simple study we did in the preceding sections. The reader may check that a simple chain
contraction as inSection 2.3.2is quite inefficient: it would indeed yield the chain

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dr(X)−1 ⊂ Dr(x) ⊂ Dr(x)+1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1,

a result that is clearly unacceptable as it amounts to pushing back toκ(x) all the elements
y of Ω such thatκ(x) ≤ κ(y) ≤ κ(X).

To perform the desired expansion, we cannot therefore use the results established in the
framework of rational preferences. A direct study nevertheless provides an immediate and
simple solution. Recall indeed that all we want is thatx be as good as the best elements of
f(X), the rank of these elements being unchanged. Thus we must haver′(x) = r(X), so
x must be an element ofW ′

r(X) and therefore an element of all the subsequent links of the
chain. This leads to the chain

· · · ⊂ Dr(X)−1 ⊂ Dr(X) ∪ {x} ⊂ Dr(X)+1 ∪ {x} ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dr(x) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1.

The corresponding choice functionf ′ satisfiesf ′(X) = f(X) ∪ {x} as desired. More
precisely, the new choice functionf ′ is given by

f ′(Y) =



f(Y), if x /∈ Yor r(Y) < r(X)

f(Y) ∪ {x}, if x ∈ Yandr(Y) = r(X)

{x}, if x ∈ Yandr(Y) > r(X)
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3.2.3. The revision of choice functions
Our last task is now that of replacing an item off(X) by another one. We call this a

revision, but clearly this problem presents quite a difference with both classical revision
and the preference revision that was studied in this paper. Indeed, these two latter domains
treated the same problem, which occurred when it was impossible to incorporate a new
information to a set of data (a knowledge base or a complete set of rational preferences)
without retracting at the same time some item that was not coherent with the new piece of
information. In the framework of choice functions where we are now working, the problem
is different: as we saw, it is always possible—we even dispose of several methods—to
perform an expansion, that is to decide that such or such element of a setX should be added
to f(X). We do not therefore have to face a dilemma, debating which item should first be
withdrawn from the list. Our problem reduces to the following one: replace the element
x of f(X) by the elementx′ of X − f(X). To do so, we will naturally make use of the
contraction and expansion process defined in the preceding paragraphs. Note that we have
r(X) = r(x) < r(x′) by the choice ofx andx′. The original chain is

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dr(x) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dr(x′) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1.

The contraction byx first leads to the chain

D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dr(x)−1 ⊂ Dr(x) − {x} ⊂ Dr(x) · · · ⊂ Dr(x′) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1.

For the subsequent expansion byx′, we note that we have to distinguish two cases,
depending on whetherf(X) boils down to{x} or not. In the first case, we get as resulting
chain

· · · ⊂ Dr(x)−1 ⊂ Dr(x) − {x} ⊂ Dr(x) ∪ {x′} ⊂ Dr(x)+1 ∪ {x′} · · · ⊂ Dr(x′) ⊂ · · · .
In the general case wheref(X) = {x}, the resulting chain is

· · · ⊂ Dr(x)−1 ⊂ Dr(x) − {x} ∪ {x′} ⊂ Dr(x) ∪ {x′} · · · ⊂ Dr(x′) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Dh−1.

As a matter of facts, this latter chain is exactly the one we obtain if, instead of first
contracting by{x} and then expand by{x′}, one chooses first to expand by{x′} and then
to contract by{x}. Thus, the two operations of expansion and contraction defined in the
preceding paragraph commute and give rise to a revision process in the principal case where
f(X) = {x}.

In both cases, we havef ′(X) = f(X)−{x}∪ {x′}. Note thatf ′(Y) = f(Y) for all subsets
Y ’s such thatκ(Y) > κ(x) or κ(Y) ≤ κ(x′) or {x, x′} ∩ Y = ∅.

4. Conclusion

The tool provided by logical or subsets chains reveals itself quite a performing one in the
study, be it static or dynamic, of the preference sets or the choice functions that describe
an agent behavior in a finite environment. It may be probably carried over to arbitrary
uncomplete sets of preference, for we dispose of several methods to complete such sets. It
should be also possible to use it in the problem ofchoice compromises: given a finite set
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of rational choice functionsf1, f2, . . . , fn, all represented by their associatedΩ-chains,
define a resulting choice functionf that can be considered as a best compromise between
thefi’s.
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